Student Government Association

SGA Minutes

March 18, 2009

Macon Campus, Farris 1101

Meeting called to order by SGA President, Tujuana Perkins @ 2:00pm


Excused absence:

Unexcused absence:

Motions Adopted/Not Adopted

1. T. Johnson moved to approve the March 4, 2009 minutes with corrections. “Aye” has it. Motion adopted.
2. D. Armstrong moved to table the student vouchers until the next (April 1, 2009) SGA meeting. “Aye” has it. Motion adopted.
3. T. Johnson moved to approve the changes to the SGA pledge. “Aye” has it. Motion adopted.
4. T. Johnson moved to add the SGA pledge to the Constitution. “Aye” has it. Motion adopted.
5. Z. Branch moved to host an evening activity on the Southeast campus on April 23, 2009 @ 5:00pm. “Aye” has it. Motion adopted.
6. Z. Branch moved to provide pizza, popcorn, and drinks for the Southeast Campus activity. “Aye” has it. Motion adopted.
7. D. Taylor moved to wear the SGA shirts for SEC campus activity. “Aye” has it. Motion adopted.
8. T. Johnson moved to have Aids Awareness skits (a series of three (3)) from 1:00pm to 2:00pm [April 20, 2009]. “Aye” has it. Motion adopted.
9. J. Gross moved to adjourn the meeting. “Aye” has it. Motion adopted.

Meeting adjourned 2:59pm